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EMX Open European Championship:
De Bortoli secures EMX Open title

With the final races of the EMXOpen Championship decided, Davide De Bortoli celebrated
his title victory as Honda SR Motoblouz’s Nicolas Dercourt secured his first overall victory
of the season to win the round of Afyon in Turkey.
De Bortoli entered the day’s races knowing that he only needed to finish the opening race
in order to secure the gold plate, though this did not mean that the Italian didn’t push for
the win in both races despite that.
As the gate dropped for race one it was De Bortoli with the holeshot ahead of Dercourt
and Simone Croci. JD Gunnex KTM Racing’s Tomasz Wysocki was right there as well along
with Matej Jaros and Krisztian Tompa.

Dercourt then had his hands full with a hard charging Croci who eventually crashed,
allowing Wysocki to go through into third.
De Bortoli then extended his lead to 3.804 seconds before going down several laps later
which allowed Dercourt and Wysocki to move into first and second. The pair then battled
for the win as Wysocki was setting fast laps and searching for a way around the leader.
At one stage De Bortoli was the fastest rider on track but was more than 10 seconds down
on the leaders which made it tough for him to fight back for the race victory.
As the race came to a close Wysocki could not get around the hard-charging Dercourt who
was victorious in the first race, as De Bortoli celebrated his title win with a third-place
finish.
In race two it was Dercourt with a flying start as De Bortoli and Croci followed right behind.
De Bortoli was keen to not to waste any time and get a win under his belt as he got around
Dercourt on the opening lap.
Croci then began to work away at the gap between him and Dercourt, as the Italian looked
for extra championship points. Croci made several attempts to pass the Frenchman though
got caught out by Wysocki as he focused on Dercourt.
Wysocki snuck his way into third as him and Croci made contact, which as a result caused
Croci to crash. The Pole continued to push hard as he got onto the back wheel of Dercourt
and battled with the Frenchman until the end of the race.
In the end it was De Bortoli with the race win, with Dercourt 2.119 seconds behind and
Wysocki in third.
With the final round of the EMX Open series done and dusted, we celebrated the winners
as Nicolas Dercourt claimed his first overall victory of the season and took to the top step
of the podium ahead of Davide De Bortoli and Tomasz Wysocki who finished third overall
once again. Though in terms of the championship, it was Davide De Bortoli who finally
turned that red plate to gold to secure the EMX Open Championship title ahead of Dercourt
who was presented with the silver medal and Croci with the bronze.

Davide De Bortoli
“I am very happy with today. To win this championship is a big satisfaction for me and I
would like to thank all the people that helped me, my father, my team and everyone. I
would be better to win the championship with a race victory but I am very happy anyway”.

